It is difficult and challenging to evaluate the aesthetics quality of images from multiple angles. Since humans' perception of images comes from many factors, the integrated image aesthetic quality assessment cannot be easily summarized by few attributes. A comprehensive evaluation is supposed to predict many aesthetic attributes across not only one dataset. This requires the model to have not only high accuracy, but also strong generalization ability, resulting in a better prediction on multiple models and datasets. Recent work shows that deep convolution neural network can be used to extract image features and further evaluate the total score of images, and the method of evaluation are lacking of sufficient detailed features. In this paper, we propose a multi-task convolution neural network with more incremental features. We show the results in the way of a hexagon map, which is called aesthetic radar map. This allows the network model to fit different attributes in various datasets better.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep convolutional neural network technology has been proven to have excellent effects in many tasks of computer vision, such as semantic segmentation, target detection, and face recognition. But actually, there are not enough methods for the evaluation of the aesthetic quality of images. In fact, the ways to identify or predict the aesthetic quality of images is far from practical due to the particularity of the aesthetic quality assessment (AQA). The goal of AVA [1] is hard to achieve because the few of large image aesthetic datasets and the generalization ability of the image aesthetic evaluation model is always weak. Personalized evaluations which from people are complex and difficult to describe comprehensively. At the same time, the deep features got by the convolution neural network have more information than manual features, and it have achieved higher accuracy image aesthetic assessment such as classification [2] . The aesthetic
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huimin Lu . quality assessment of images is not a hot topic in the field of computer vision, but in photography.
A multi-task regression model is a deep convolutional neural network with sigmoid. In AQA, a typical multiple aesthetic attributes dataset is PCCD (Photo Critique Captioning Dataset) [3] , which including: Composition and Perspective, Use of Camera, Exposure and Speed, Depth of Field, Color and Lighting and Focus. To express data fully, a hexagon is proposed, called the Aesthetic Radar Map. It is shown in the left of Figure 1 , including more complete and multi-angle evaluation aesthetic information than a single score. The aesthetic radar map is a polygonal picture that simultaneously reflects the scores of multiple aesthetic attributes. With the help of aesthetic radar map, we can get more specific and characteristic aesthetic attribute evaluations. A good image can be assessed by a number, but six scores can tell us it has some disadvantages in Exposure and Speed and some advantages in color and lighting.
PCCD contains only 4235 pictures, which come from professional photographers. Pictures are not enough for suiting VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ a real photography predicting model. In reality, when people take photos, there are many flaws in the photos such as blurs, lacking of lights, out of focus and etc. How to get an excellent photograph is a necessary topic, especially when we have unprocessed and defective photos. Compared to the professional PCCD dataset, we built a larger and ''unprofessional'' dataset, which mix images from another aesthetic dataset, Image Aesthetics Analysis Database(AADB) [4] . AADB is a bigger dataset than PCCD, and it provides different aesthetic attributes like Rule of Thirds and Color Harmony. Since the pictures attribute of AADB does not completely correspond to PCCD, some adjustments need take when mixing imaged, and get a complex aesthetic radar map as shown in the middle of FIGURE 1. Adjustments are including two ways, one is viewing the AADB's attributes as a new aesthetic attribute for expanding the range of prediction, the other is combining new attributes with old similar attributes. For example, Color and Lighting and Color Harmony are both focus on the color of an image.
Although the increment of images may influence the result of validation, and the evaluation on the test set images can be indeterminable, as shown in the right of FIGURE 1. Therefore, we need a new method for achieving a better prediction of multiple attributes.
Two question need to be solved, one is how to learn new images without forgetting old images, the other is the overfitting on a small dataset. Before solving these questions, we have tried some ImageNet network models and finally select VGG19 for the prediction of aesthetic radar map. After the last layer, we connect six full connected layers to the network, all these full connected layers are used for predicting six aesthetics attributes. When the model training on the mixed dataset, the old attributes will be change as the new attributes or the last layer will connect seven full connecting layers.
Incremental learning techniques can solve these questions, but only fine-tuning or a complex joint learning. Fine-tuning can learn when evaluating only one new attribute, too much attributes can let the model missing the optimal solution. Joint learning could reach the best results of all aesthetic attributes, but it always takes too much time. Incremental learning is training on new attributes firstly, then it freezes VGG all layers parameters excepts the last full connecting layers, this model will be training on old attributes, the last step is training on all images.
Behind the network part, we add a special full connecting layer behind the last layer of VGG19, it was joined for studying a global score. Combing the global score and attributes score characteristics could help the network effective and learning in enhanced attributes.
In the experiment, this paper compares the simple model with ImageNet network, and proves that VGG19 which including top full connecting layers have a better performance in AQA. In addition, in the new aesthetic attributes, the model maintains the overall evaluation effects. A great estimate can be made on the premise of roughly unchanged. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Use the concept of the Aesthetic Radar Map for showing the aesthetic evaluation of pictures on multiple attributes fully reflects the advantages of aesthetic radar charts for aesthetic features.
• Multi-task regression and incremental learning are applied to aesthetic tasks for the first time, and a new feature extraction strategy was proposed to enable the network to extract the required aesthetic features.
• It is proved that in AQA task, incremental learning has more stronger ability of learning for new aesthetic attributes than other methods.
This paper predicts multi-angle and multi-attribute scores of aesthetic image indexing, photography technical guidance, and art image design guidance. The aesthetic evaluation of multiple attributes can produce more preferred picture aesthetics, and different people have their own views on the aesthetics of different attributes. At the same time, the aesthetic ''eyes'' that give the machine more attributes allow them to serve humans better.
II. RELATED WORK
A. AESTHETIC QUALITY ASSESSMENT As described by [5] , the early work of image aesthetic quality evaluation is focusing on the manual design of various image aesthetic features, and pattern recognition algorithms are used to predict aesthetic quality. Another research route attempts to directly fit the quality of image aesthetics through some handdesigned generic image features. Recently, with the help of deep convolutional network, there are some new effective models have shown that better performance [6] , [7] on traditional manual design features. Large datasets which prepared for predicting image aesthetic attributes and characteristics quality usually come from online professional photography communities such as photo.net and dpchallenge.com. People can rate photos (1-7 Or 1-10) on these websites and even provide 6 scores of attributes for each photo. If an image has a higher score, it will have the higher the aesthetic quality [8] .
For the evaluating of scores, more and more people have achieved great results taking new methods and techniques. Considering image aesthetic quality, the scores are not all. Some work has expanded the prediction of image aesthetic quality. In a more comprehensive score prediction task, Jin et al. [9] proposed using a histogram to represent the aesthetic quality of the image to express the statistical characteristics of the image score distribution. Kao et al. [7] used a multi-tasking network to predict both aesthetic and classification labels. In the description of aesthetic quality, Chang et al. [3] applied Aesthetic Critiques to the description of the image while predicting multiple attributes in the aesthetic quality of the image. Talebi and Milanfar [10] simultaneously performs image aesthetic quality and image quality evaluation to accomplish multiple computer vision tasks.
Some of these efforts extend the prediction of scores and examine the aesthetic quality of multiple attributes of the predictive model; the other part trains and learns aesthetic quality assessments simultaneously with other tasks. There is currently insufficient research on training and learning between multiple aesthetic attributes. Kong et al. [9] proposed sorting the attributes of images. In the train/test evaluation of cross dataset, the results of AADB on AVA are better than AADB itself. Therefore, it can be proved that the aesthetic quality evaluation across dataset has certain significance for image evaluation.
B. INCREMENTAL LEARNING
Polikar et al. [11] proposed the definition of incremental learning firstly. As a method of machine learning, incremental learning can learn the characteristics of data in new information without the need to access the source data that has been used for training. Early workers [12] , [13] applied incremental learning to tasks such as target tracking and SVM classification, and achieved good results. Elwell and Polikar [14] improved the incremental learning by proposing incremental learning for concept drifting, called Learn++.NSE.
After DNN was applied to many tasks of computer vision, some researchers began to try to apply incremental learning to neural networks. Castro et al. [15] have used incremental learning as an end-to-end model for classification tasks in big data. By knowledge distillation and redefining loss functions, good results have been achieved in both CIFAR10 and ImageNet dataset. Shmelkov et al. [16] applies incremental learning to target detection tasks, apply to a loss function for balancing the interaction between old and new categories and the loss of distillation during the learning process. In terms of incremental learning models, Kemker et al. [17] proposes a brain-inspired dual memory system, FearNet, it achieves state-of-the-art performance at image classification and audio classification. The above work proves that incremental learning has achieved good results in multiple computer vision tasks, and incremental learning has not been applied in the study of image aesthetic quality assessment.
There are three main aesthetic quality assessment datasets: Murray et al. [18] first advocates to fit the largest dataset in the aesthetic field, called AVA, and all AVA images' scores distribution are in accordance with gaussian distribution. AVA provides evaluation of a photo only from the whole photo. Kong et al. [4] proposed to make the AADB dataset more appropriate and balanced in a more normal distribution. Images in AADB have eleven attributes, but not every attribute has a score. The important one is PCCD, which is a relatively comprehensive dataset [3] but only including 4235 images, every image have seven aesthetic attributes, one is the general impression, and the other are evaluation of all aspects. Meanwhile, images from PCCD and AADB have different aesthetic attributes, shown in FIGURE 2.
Other researchers have incorporated incremental learning into specific application scenarios and applied more research to deep learning in cross-modal tasks. Lu et al. [19] . applied cross-modal to underwater light field images reconstruction, [ 
III. NEURAL NETWORK WITH INCREMENTAL LEARNING A. AESTHETICS RADAR
For aesthetic image evaluation, the assessment of the score is usually incompletely. A more comprehensive and richer evaluation can be obtained by evaluating the pictures through several aesthetic indicators. Usually such evaluation is also more meticulous.
The characteristics of images are not fixed in a certain aspect, the evaluation of the image aesthetic quality evaluation model needs to comprehensively take into consideration various aspects. The aesthetic radar chart gives an indispensable feedback to the design of the algorithm and the construction of the network framework. Only the image aesthetic evaluation algorithm that obtains better results in all aspects can be applied to practical applications.
At the same time, it takes into account photos, composition and perspective themes, camera usage, exposure and speed, The one dataset we use is called the Photo Critique Captioning Dataset (PCCD). It is based on an assessment of the basic score. Depth of field, color and lighting, and image evaluation, and finally in the form of a radar chart.
The other dataset we use is aesthetics and attributes database (AADB). Unlike the front one, AADB's images come from pictures taken randomly, and the dataset includes the number of inferior images and images that lack sufficient tags. The main labels include Balance Element, Color Harmony, etc. AADB includes more rough pictures instead of pictures obtained by professional photography, so it can be used to influence and increase the accuracy of the image aesthetic model to predict the actual picture taken.
B. NEURAL NETWORK
The main neural network of multi-tasking regression model is VGG19. We select VGG19 from some ImageNet network, the results on test set images are shown in Table 1 . All images come from PCCD and the regression is predicting six aesthetic attributes and one integrated score. The number of train set is 3635, validation set is 300 and test set is 300. All training is initialized with ImageNet model, the learning rate is 5e-4, decay is 1e-6 and momentum is 0.9, using stochastic gradient descent as the gradient optimization algorithm of the neural network. In the above of VGG19, we using full connecting layers which size is 512 × 1 for the single integrated score, and six small full connecting layers which size is 256 × 1 for six attributes regression.
Traditional neural network with not too much layers can get better results in testing, and the best network is VGG19. Furthermore, we test the networks without the last full connecting layers and the MSE in test images show the full connecting layers could let the network have more adaptability. Other than this, we tried five times for confirm the reliability of the results, the final MSE is the average of all results.
We conclude that VGG has more 3 × 3 layers than other network, this may result in the final scores better. But other neural network construes just like dense units, inception units and smaller convolutional units are unable to provide the same effect as 3 × 3 convolution. Excessive modification of the neural network's framework may cause the opposite effect in multi-tasking regression. 
C. HIERARCHICAL MULTI-TASK
Multi-tasking can be applied in two typical situations, one is regression analysis for multi-attribute of images on the same dataset, such as the six attributes in PCCD, the other is regression analysis for some similar attributes of images on different datasets, such as Color and Lighting in PCCD and VividColor, Good Lighting in AADB.
We used multi-tasking to share parameters on multiple attributes in the aesthetic evaluation of the image. In order to ensure the accuracy of the prediction results at each angle and the generalization ability of the model as a whole, the final layer of the convolution upgrade network uses multiple fully connected layers to evaluate the results. The hierarchical MTL structure used in the experiment is shown in FIGURE 2.
In the training, the calculation of the mean square error (MSE) will be performed and returned to the previous network as a model loss parameter. Typical multi-tasking, for example, in the business field, personalizing issues, from analysing a person's multiple hobbies to get a more comprehensive assessment plan.
The hierarchical multi-tasking image processing method has two advantages over traditional statistical methods: -Radar images can display multi-angle and multi-level image information. In this experiment, images usually have different levels of image attributes and can be represented vividly by multi-tasking;
-Multi-tasking evaluation pictures are usually more specific and detailed. Multi-tasking analysis of images can show the advantages and disadvantages of images in all aspects.
D. INCREMENTAL LEARNING FOR MORE AESTHETIC ATTRIBUTES
A serious over fitting happened when an image taken in actual use is predicted using a picture of the PCCD. The MSE on test set is far higher than it on valid set. Since the underlying model relies too much on the original dataset, it is necessary to extend the parameters of the network by adding external images. (a) In fine-tuning, the model parameters in the neural network are all derived from previous fits on the PCCD dataset. The network output is modified to multiple attributes in the AADB dataset. (b) In joint learning, the photos comes from two datasets, and also makes aesthetic quality predictions for images in different datasets. (c) The network model in incremental learning is first used to predict multiple aesthetic attributes on the PCCD dataset, followed by froze second-to-last fully connected layer parameters, and migrates the model to the image of the new AADB dataset, predicting ColorHarmony and RuleOfThirds score two new aesthetic quality attributes.
We have taken the following actions to demonstrate that incremental learning is a better assessment of the aesthetic quality of images outside the dataset than other learning methods:
(Considering that in the joint learning, the properties of the images in the AADB dataset are not the same as those in the PCCD, a certain degree of approximation is adopted in this study: ColorHarmony and Good Lighting are classified into Color and Lighting in PCCD; Rule Of Thirds is classified as Composition.)
Method 1 Fine-Tuning: As shown in FIGURE 3(a) , in the fixed neural network, all the model parameters except the last fully connected layer, the dataset is replaced, and only the aesthetic quality of the new picture from AADB is regression predicted. Fine-tuning has two ways for predicting attributes. One is using the ImageNet pretrained model, the other is using the PCCD pretrained model. But in experiments, we find the model can be converge quickly, when the learning rate is 1e-3 and batch size is 32, the epoch of converge is about five.
Method 2 Joint Learning: As shown in FIGURE 3(b) , the pictures in the AADB are successively added to the PCCD, and the regression quality prediction of the image aesthetic quality on the partial approximate properties is performed. Joint learning will take the most time in three methods, because of the number of two datasets. The train set includes 8, 500 images from AADB and 3, 635 images from PCCD. The valid set includes 500 images from AADB and 300 images from PCCD. The test set includes 1, 000 images from AADB and 300 images from PCCD. We train the model in a workstation which have four TITAN Xp, the network will converge in the 40 epochs. The learning rates of adding new AADB attributes are in the range of 4e-5 and 1e-4, batch size is 32 and it will take about 1 hour for getting result.
Method 3 Incremental Learning:
As shown in FIGURE 3(c), the parameters in the fixed neural network, the replacement dataset is a collection of partial AADB and PCCD, and the regression prediction is performed on the aesthetic quality of all the pictures.
The train, valid and test set are same to Method 2. In the first step, the model was trained for predict only a new attribute of AADB dataset. The training is the same as Method 1. When we retrain the network on PCCD, the full connected layer will become the only trainable layer. In this step, learning rate is 2e-5, weight delay is 1e-6, batch size is 16 for suiting images, training time is about 10 minutes using 4 TITAN Xp. The final step is train in all dataset, this step will take about 15 minutes, learning rates are in the range of 1e-5 and 8e-4, different attributes have different learning rates, other parameters are same.
Incremental learning exhibits different characteristics on different new tasks. For example, in the newly added attributes, ColorHarmony is easier to learn than Rule Of Thirds. In the experiment, it needs to iterate for only one epoch to stop convergence. This shows that ColorHarmony is more similar to the original attribute, and Rule Of Thirds has a larger gap with the original attribute. Therefore more iterations are needed.
For attributes' prediction, it is necessary to design the order of incremental learning for different attributes: gradually transition from similar attributes to attributes with large gaps, which can make the network model still have strong generalization ability in the task of adding attributes.
IV. RESULT A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Method 1 Fine-Tuning:
The results of fine-tuning are shown in Table 3 .
Method 2 Joint Learning:
Joint learning is a direct way to train and learn the attributes of new images in a dataset. In some attributes, this method often achieves the best results, but at the cost of learning the For the data output by our model, the dimensionality reduction is performed through the complete connection layer, and regression calculations are performed on the known scores to get the six scores and a total score estimates.
The experimental prediction results and the data fitting results of the test set are better, among them the Color and Lighting attribute and the Composition and Perspective attribute are better and the other four attributes have larger deviations.
Some predict demo shown in FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 5. In FIGURE 4, it is shown that aesthetic quality assess of some test photos in PCCD with, we get more accurate results. In FIGURE 5 , photos with two extra aesthetic attributes, can be evaluated by model. In the radar map, the scores of ColorHarmony and RuleOfThirds are marked with stars.
2) ADDING THE EXTRA TRAINING IMAGES
As shown in TABLE 2, in the incremental learning, the aesthetic quality of the newly added image is evaluated and the original task of the old image is predicted. In the experiment, two similar attributes: ColorHarmony and RuleOfThirds were added as predicted in the model, and the attributes such as BalanceElement and ShadowDOF and PCCD were also predicted. 
C. COMPARE WITH OTHER METHODS
In
V. CONCLUSION
Compared with the traditional regression network and the simple deep neural network, this paper can accurately evaluate the aesthetics and is more adaptable than the previous ones. Experiments show that this method can extend the aesthetic attribute annotation of images. As an interdisciplinary subject in the fields of computer vision, photography and imaging, there are more interesting discoveries in image quality evaluation waiting for people to explore. XIN RUIJUN LIU received the M.S. degree from Beihang University, in 2009, and the Ph.D. degree from the Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France, in 2013. He is currently with the Beijing Technology and Business University. His current research interests include machine learning, and virtual reality and 3D reconstruction. VOLUME 7, 2019 
